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Learn how to Run Successfully and Lose WeightAre you looking to lose weight? Then you're in
the right place, because running is one of the most simple and effective forms of exercise. When
you start your running program and stick to it, you will lose weight, have more energy, and feel
much fitter and healthier.No matter, what your current fitness level is, this guidebook will teach
you everything you need to know to succesfully lose weight running. It includes an 8-Week
Training Plan that will guide you through your running training.By reading this book, you will
learn:The benefits of runningHow to choose the right running shoesHow often to trainCommon
mistakesHow to prevent injuriesThe right food for runningAnd much, much more...Are you ready
to change your life? - Click the "Buy" Button above!

From the Inside FlapArchitecture/Design, Drafting & PresentationThe construction industry is
evolving a single set of international building codes. Now, more than ever, architects need an
interpretive guide to understand how the building code affects the early design of specific
projects. One in a series of focused guides to building codes from Wiley, this book familiarizes
code users with the 2009 International Residential Code® (IRC) as it applies to residential
buildings. The book focuses on the essential ten chapters of the IRC that set forth the core
provisions of the code necessary for use in building design and construction.Early
understanding and incorporation of code-compliant design provisions in a project is essential.
This book provides design and construction professionals—architects, engineers, and
residential building contractors—an understanding of how the International Residential Code
was developed, and how it is likely to be interpreted when applied to the design and construction
provisions for one- and two-family residential buildings and townhouses.Residential Building
Codes Illustrated:Is organized to follow the 2009 International Residential Code itself, focusing
on ten essential chapters related to building design and constructionPresents information in an
exciting user-friendly visual formatIncludes Steve Juroszek's drawings to bring new life to code
interpretationProvides commentary written by seasoned codes expertsResidential Building
Codes Illustrated is an essential companion to the IRC for those seeking to master the accepted
construction knowledge in the field, and for experienced practitioners needing to understand the
newest code revisions and changes.From the Back CoverArchitecture/Design, Drafting &
PresentationThe construction industry is evolving a single set of international building codes.
Now, more than ever, architects need an interpretive guide to understand how the building code
affects the early design of specific projects. One in a series of focused guides to building codes
from Wiley, this book familiarizes code users with the 2009 International Residential Code®
(IRC) as it applies to residential buildings. The book focuses on the essential ten chapters of the
IRC that set forth the core provisions of the code necessary for use in building design and



construction.Early understanding and incorporation of code-compliant design provisions in a
project is essential. This book provides design and construction professionals architects,
engineers, and residential building contractors an understanding of how the International
Residential Code was developed, and how it is likely to be interpreted when applied to the
design and construction provisions for one- and two-family residential buildings and
townhouses.Residential Building Codes Illustrated:Is organized to follow the 2009 International
Residential Code itself, focusing on ten essential chapters related to building design and
constructionPresents information in an exciting user-friendly visual formatIncludes Steve
Juroszek's drawings to bring new life to code interpretationProvides commentary written by
seasoned codes expertsResidential Building Codes Illustrated is an essential companion to the
IRC for those seeking to master the accepted construction knowledge in the field, and for
experienced practitioners needing to understand the newest code revisions and changes.About
the AuthorSTEVEN R WINKEL, FAIA, PE, an expert in building codes and regulations, is an
architect and civil engineer managing the San Francisco office of The Preview Group, Inc.
Winkel is the architect member of the California Building Standards Commission. A past national
board member of The American Institute of Architects (AIA), he is on the board of directors of
the National Institute of Building Sciences.DAVID S. COLLINS, FAIA, has more than thirty years
of experience in architecture, code interpretation, building code development, and building code
consultation. An architect, Collins founded The Preview Group, Inc., an architectural practice
specializing in providing regulatory solutions, in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1986. The consultant for
AIA's Codes Advocacy Program, Collins is past secretary of the AIA, past president of AIA Ohio,
and recipient of the AIA Ohio Gold Medal. He has been assisted by Gregory Nicholls, AIA, a
Preview Group partner, in book review and development.STEVEN P. JUROSZEK, AIA, is a
professor in the School of Architecture at Montana State University. A registered architect,
Juroszek assisted Frank Ching in authoring Design Drawing (Wiley).FRANCIS D.K. CHING,
SERIES ADVISOR, is a registered architect and Professor Emeritus at the University of
Washington. He is the author or coauthor of numerous architecture and design books, including
A Global History of Architecture; Architectural Graphics; Building Construction Illustrated;
Architecture: Form, Space, and Order; A Visual Dictionary of Architecture; and Design Drawing,
all published by Wiley.The INTERNATIONAL CODE COUNCIL (ICC) is a nonprofit membership
association dedicated to protecting the health, safety, and welfare of people by creating better
buildings and safer communities. The mission of ICC is to provide the highest quality codes,
standards, products, and services for all concerned with the safety and performance of the built
environment. ICC is the publisher of the family of the International Codes® (I-Codes®), a single
set of comprehensive and coordinated national model codes. This unified approach to building
codes enhances safety, efficiency, and affordability in the construction of buildings. The Code
Council is also dedicated to innovation, sustainability, and energy efficiency.Read more
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Run Yourself Skinny: Lose Weight Fast Without Dieting! Run: Beyond The 5K - The Complete
Training Guide To Running the 10K, Half Marathon, and Marathon Race



Mauchly, “A good book. I do run, but very very rarely. This book sort of helped me get my mind
more focused on the proper manner and routine to do my running. It is mentioned here that
cross-training is also beneficial, but I don’t know about that. Getting myself to run is difficult
enough. The training plan is more useful to me; actually it is what I was looking for. When I
searched for these type of books on amazon this one came on top so I just clicked it and it
showed that the price would go up in 3 days, and I just had to grab it when it was at its promo
period. But I cannot find fault in the guidelines given in this book. This 'was' a helpful book, but I
just get the 'okay' feeling with this.”

Cvdm, “Start running!. Running is a great refreshing experience for me especially early mornings
during the summer. Great guideline for those how are thinking of taking up running for the first
time or equally for those more experienced, it will just recap some important factors you should
keep in mind. For example that you should try and do cross training and not only focus on
running so that you can develop a many different muscle groups. Diet as always very important
and great tips on that!”

Jason Turner, “Enhancing such aerobic activity.. Running, as part of my exercise regimen has
proven very effective in shedding off some extra pounds. With the running program found in this
book, I think I can enhance such aerobic activity by simply following the program. Furthermore,
the running program can lessen the chances of getting injuries since it is progressive in nature.
The right foods that have been suggested in this book could also aid in my effort to lose weight
primarily through running.”

Donovan Lou, “Start running and loose weight easily.. I am looking for a effective method to
loose weight like the majority of Americans. Many people has advised that running is the best
way to do so. This book contains information to avoid common mistakes made by many of new
runners. Author also discusses some key points to keep in mind before starting running and diet
forms which a new runner must follow.”

Thea, “I learned the different health benefits of running aside from getting fit and losing weight!.
Running is a very active exercise that we normally do every day. Some of us do this with no
reason or just to hang around. What we don’t usually know that running helps us a lot in our daily
routine and has a lot of health benefits aside from losing weight. But before we should involve in
this exercise, w e should also be knowledgeable first the things to observe to avoid incidents
and injuries. This guide has running tips that is helpful and should be practice. I learned a lot of
educational information from this guide that is definitely helpful and should be observe.”

Sandra Brown, “Four Stars. Great tips and reminders on running and eating healthy!”



Jason Hall, “Great Resource for Starting Up Running. Great information and advice on all things
concerning running! Explains the benefits of running, common mistakes runner can make, how
to stay hydrated, what you should eat, and how to prevent injuries. There’s also several other
helpful tips designed to make you a better runner and stay healthy. If you're a beginner or just
thinking about starting up running regularly, then this is a good book to read. I would definitely
recommend it since it's full of useful information.”

annie turner, “There are also some cool bonus nutrition and stretching techniques. The book is
clear and concise. It puts all the steps in order so you can get right to it! So this book did what it
aimed for and taught me a lot about something I have been doing inefficiently my whole life.
There are also some cool bonus nutrition and stretching techniques.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 21 people have provided feedback.
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